Ethical Funding Code
A.E. RAMASSÀ
The Ramassà Sports Association is an entity that receives most of its funding through private
funds, which through funds and donations from companies, foundations or donors of private
and sometimes public origin, obtains financing, always having the financial independence as
the main goal, in accordance with the interests of the beneficiaries and values of this entity
and the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.
Any funding obtained must be legitimate under the protection of human rights and in
accordance with the principles set forth in the Statutes and in the Strategic Plan of the current
year, which must be accomplished by companies, foundations or donors who want to
cooperate with the entity. In no case shall they involve the values, projects or people of the
organization, nor endanger the independence of the organization against external influences.
The acceptance of funds and collaborations with companies, foundations and large donors
can’t, in any case, compromise the work and safety of the workers, beneficiaries and projects
of the organization. The following assumptions are collected with which the organization will
not work:











A.E. Ramassà will not accept donations from companies, foundations or donors who
are directly condemned for irregular or suspected types of activity.
Any activity developed by these companies or foundations that negatively affects
ethnic minorities that live in protected natural areas and don’t respect International
rules and treaties on the environment.
A.E. Ramassà will not maintain relations of collaboration or financing with companies
or entities belonging to the arms sector.
Excluded are companies or foundations that carry out any activity that doesn’t respect
the current ordinary legislation, both in the country where it operates and
internationally.
The organization won’t accept donations from companies that promote alcohol and
tobacco, as they conflict with Medical ethics, public Health and the practice of sport
A.E. Ramassà won’t accept donations from companies, foundations or donors that
don’t respect the Declaration of the Rights of the Child or is suspected of not
complying with them. In this way, any company accused of child labour or child
pornography will be excluded.
The company, foundation or donor will have to respect the conventions related to
forced labour.

In this way, the organization promotes collaboration with companies, foundations or donors
that seek good practice and respect for International treaties with their activity:






A.E. Ramassà will favour collaboration with companies, foundations or donors that
integrate the United Nations Development Goals in their activities.
A.E. Ramassà will promote agreements of a global and institutional nature with
companies, foundations or donors that share their principles and values.
The company, foundation or donors must, in any case, respect human rights, as well as
the dignity, diversity and identity of the people with whom they relate. In addition to
the international conventions related to the fight against racism and xenophobia and
will not be able to develop activities that imply a violation thereof.
The organization will promote and facilitate the collaboration and relationship with
companies that favour collaborative economics, intersectionality and gender equality
among their employees.

A.E. Ramassà will decide the context of the destination of the donation and it will be based on
the operational and financial needs of the moment. However, if the donation is made in favour
of a specific project, the organization undertakes to allocate this donation to the achievement
of this, with the respective justification and evaluation in each case.
If the company, foundation or donor meets the requirements mentioned in this document, the
use of its image as a collaborator by this entity will be accepted. In addition the organization
will promote its use in those commercial activities whose product itself is an instrument of
sensitization or education in accordance with the principles and values that it defends.
The communication and dissemination of the collaboration with companies, foundations or
donors must be checked by responsible members of the organization, being legitimate the
refusal of the same if it doesn’t comply with the principles of the organization.
A.E. Ramassà saves the right to refuse collaboration or even to return a donation when it
doesn’t conform to this code of relationship with companies, donors or foundations. It also
commits itself to make approaches to public institutions that have the power to control and
punish these companies to operate mechanisms that oblige them to comply with the
legislation of the country of origin.

